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View from the East July 2019
Summer is finally here, and the holiday season for many is in full swing. I was hoping to report some
positive news with regards to collisions and my day job, but once again we have been as busy as ever,
including one day last week where 4 people died in the county in just 1 day. Three youngsters in one
collision and 1 in another. The first 3 died when their car failed to negotiate a traffic light controlled
roundabout at the end of a street lit dual carriageway.
As I have stated many times before, the responsibility on all of us to be safe and considerate drivers and
riders goes without saying, and the work of all the RoSPA groups is so very important in working towards
and promoting safer driving.

Discussion and debate - Does the punishment fit the crime?
You may recall in my June newsletter that I had spent 7 days at Peterborough Crown Court prosecuting
a young man for causing Death by Careless Driving.
The brief circumstances are: Kieren was an 18 year old young man, who owned a Land Rover Discovery
Commercial, which had been modified to suit larger off road tyres, and an increased ride height, as the
vehicle was primarily used on farm land. The ‘Commercial’, element of the vehicle meant it had no rear
seats or carpeted load area, it was in effect a van.
On a sunny day in June 2017 Kieren drove his Discovery along the B660 and whilst travelling through a
series of bends he lost control, fish tailed several times before it slid sideways onto the opposing verge
where it tripped over and rolled several times. It was during the rolling phase of the collision that Kieren’s
best friend, also 18 years of age, was thrown out of the vehicle, and sustained injuries that proved fatal
at the scene. Kieren was also carrying another friend in rear cargo area of the vehicle, which meant not
only was he unrestrained, he did not even have a seat to sit in.

The investigation followed a very simple formula of inappropriate speed for the circumstances and
prevailing road conditions and a clear disregard for safety by carrying his unrestrained friend in the rear
of his van. Six witnesses to the collision were consistent in their live evidence in court and stated “On
first seeing the vehicle it was clear it was going too fast for the bends and would not make it”. One
witness was so concerned the Discovery would crash that he turned around and went back to check,
and found the vehicle in the ditch as pictured above.
Kieren however would not except that he was responsible for the collision and the death of his friend,
and serious injuries to his other friend in the rear of his van. His legal defence team blamed the road
surface, the modifications to the vehicle and sun glimmer through the tree canopy. All things as drivers
and riders we should be aware of and adjust our driving accordingly.
When I gave my evidence the Judge asked me about the road and specifically if it would be classed as
dangerous. My response was “there is no such thing as a dangerous road, just inappropriate driving in
circumstances that then become dangerous.” A phrase the Judge would use later in his summing up to
the jury.
After a 7 day trial the unanimous jury took less than an hour to decide that Kieren was guilty of the
offence. 2 weeks later we returned to the Court for sentencing.
Kieren was sentenced to 100 hours community work, disqualified from driving, and ordered to pay court
costs. In summing up the Judge said that he had read the pre-sentence reports and was still
disappointed that even after a trial and a guilty verdict that Kieren still failed to accept responsibility for
the crash, and that he hoped while completing his unpaid work he would have time to reflect on his
actions.
The deceased family were delighted with the guilty verdict, but naturally very disappointed with the level
of punishment.
My frustration with events of this kind always focus on the driver and nature of the driving. Kieren took
risks, he was young, inexperienced, and showing off to his mates. One of those mates paid a very heavy
price for Kieren’s stupidity and lack of care.
Moving forward however, would a term in prison serve society in a positive way, or would it expose
Kieren, of previous good character, with not a single ticket to his name, to a prison environment which in
itself carries risks?
The family just want their grief to end and to have their son back, something any prison sentence would
never achieve.

Coming to a group near you.
Me……I have been looking at the group websites to see what you are all up to, and I will be looking to
come along and meet you before the end of 2019. If you would like me to give a talk to the group please
do ask, I am happy to oblige.

Holidays!
I’ll be taking a break from Policing for 2 weeks and heading off to sunnier shores with the family. I have a
number of RoPSA tests booked in before I go, and several for my return.
Take care over the holiday period, check your chosen form of transport carefully. Be fully refreshed and
alert with good journey plans in place to keep you safe.
Simon.
Eastern Region Co-Ordinator.

